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A STUDY OF THE PHOSPHORUS CONTENT OF FLESH.
INTRODUCTION.
The most important of the foods in the dietary of man,
from a nutritive standpoint, is undoubtedly meat. In this are
contained about all of the essential incredisnts for the develop-
ment, nourishment and maintainence of the vital organs, nerves,
tissues, '5tG. In short, meat is to humanity what fuel is to in-
dustry - the neucleus from which all else springs.
In this laboratory, during the past eight years, special
stress has been put upon the study of meats v/ith the object of
contributing both scientific and practical information to the
meager Knov/ledge upon the subject.
This investigation has been carried along the following
lines: Studies Cl) upon the losses resulting from the cocking of
meats by different methods ~ frying, sauteing, pan-broiling, pot-
roasting, oven-roasting, and boiling;^ (2) on the ease of both the
2
natural and artificial digestion of cooKed meats; (3) on the in-
fluence of the different methods of coolcing upon the nutritive
3 4
value of meats; (4) on the nitrogenous constituents of meat; (5)
on the chemical composition of both raw and cooked meats, bearing
in mind not only the method of cooking, but the age, feed and
5 •breed of the animal; and (6) on the improvements of the methods of

6
analyzing meats.
Prom the very beginning o.f these studies, the ordinary
methods of analysis fzere found to be poorly adapted to such com-
plexed organic substances as meats, broths and drippings, vmich
are peculiarly subject to changes due to temperature, manipulation
and etc. Many modifications had to be resorted to, before anything
lilie uniform results could be obtained, and even then a liarder
problem resulted - the interpretation of the resiilts. For it vras
found that the method, as first adopted, while it gave fairly ac-
curate results, so altered the original composition of the meat
that the data represented, something other than that sought. For
example, instead of analyzing the fresh sample, as is now dons the
meat was first air-dried at 50-60 C, for several days. In this
v/ay, many of the soluble organic constituents were rendered insolu-
ble, much of the albumen was coagulated, some of the proteids were
probably changed to albumoses and in turn som^ of the albiffiioses to
peptones, some of the fat v/as oxidized, and finally some ammonia
v/as driven off. Another great advantage to be gained from this
modification was the saving of time and the delay in obtaining
results.
Again, the ordinary method was found to be too incomplete.
Nothing could be ascertained as to the nature of the different
forms of nitrogen, of the organic extractives and of the ash.
Hence it was, that the next important modification in the method,
was that of introducing the so called cold water extraction of the
meat. In this manner a ver:^ large percentage of the components,
which enter into the role of producing the flavor in meats, vrhich
h-ive much influence in exciting the various glands associated with

the digestive organs, and which one would naturally expect to varr/"
mofst- except that of fat - in different animals and breeds of ani-
mals, are sepai*ated from the neat. As a result of this valuable
S'Lep, tosetlier with that of analyzing the fresh substance directly,
it is possible to obtain a far better insifjht into the value of the
meat, be it rav; or cocked.
Table I, represents the method a.^ originally used. Table
II, represents the method as modified for analyzing the fresh sub-
stance directly, Table III, represents the method as novj in use.
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From the data alcove, the differences in the various steps
can easily be seen. Hov;ev©r, had a cold water extract been nado
of the nanples after airdr^z-ing, the differences in table I and III
v/ould have been much nore marked, especially as regards the forms
of nitrogen. Yet, by referring to the last table, it is quite
evident that a great advance had been taken in separating the dif-
ferent constituents in flesh, and with the hope of furthering this
movement, the present work was undertaken at the suggestion of
Dr. H. s. Grindley.
Phosphorus occurs in nature, not in the free state but as
phosphates and by disintegTation of minerals associated with it, it
passes into the soil and thence by absorption into plants which in
turn are consumed by animals. Thus it is that both vegetable and
animal life contain phosphorus in some form either organic, com-
bined or oxidized. In muscle, it exists in the organic form in di-
rect combination vd-th the molecule, in tjie combined form as nu-
cleins, nucieo-proteids, lecithin, protagon, and phosphc-carnic
acid and etc., and finally in oxidized or inorganic form as the
phosphates of potassium, sodium, calcium, magnesim, and according
to a fev/, aliaiiniuin.
The nature of the role which phosphorus plays in the ani-
mal body is as yet not positively known. The effect of its absence
is quite apparent, and yet it is dependent upon the other consti-
tuents for its full value. Of the organic forms of phosphorus,
lecithin is considered to be one of the intermediate products be-
tween the phosphates of plants and animals. In the vegetable life,
the phosphates are partly changed into this body, and after con-
sianption by animals it is then to a degree, tr^sformed into the
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mineral state. Lecithin has also an important nutritive fiinction
in helping to fom the bony structvLre, and in building up a part
of the tissues of the body - the chief of them being the brain,
spinal cord and marrow. It is also naid to serve as a reserve for
the supply of food to broken dox-m cells.
The preponderance of the evidence seems to lay stress upon
the importance of the nucieins and their allied bodies and to show
that the combined phosphorus of the animal body is to a great ex-
tent in chemical combination v/ith the proteids. Of phospho-carnic
acid, Siegfried states that it is closely allied to the nucieins.
It is assimilated during muscular work, and hence seems to serve
as a source of energy, and to be one of the decomposition prod.uGts
in the changing of the organic to the inorganic phosphorus.
Concerning the oxidized phosphorus, Leibig' in his early
v;ork shov/ed that the mineral constituents of muscle v/ere as essen-
tial to their structure as to the performance of their functions.
It is a]i admitted fact that sodium phosphate is more abundant in
the blood than in the cells, that the potassium salt occupies pri-
marily the reciprocal position, and that the bony structure is
abundant in the phosphate of calcium. Just what function these
several mineral constituents play in cell life is as yet not posi-
tively known.
In general, it can be stated that the phosphorus content
of vegetable life in its organic and inorganic forms is subject
to variations. Prom the work which has been done upon the study
of phosphorus in the germination of seeds,- the most recent of
B 9 10
v/hich is due to Iv/anoff, Zaleski, Hart and Andrews, and Schuize
11
and Oastoro, - there is still some doubt as to how phosphorus
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exists. Iv/anoff find Zaleskl found both organic and inorganic phos-
phorus in seeds, v/hiie ITart and Andrews, and Schuize and Castoro,
by using their ovai methods, found only the organic phosphorus.
Of tliese investigators, all but Hart and Andre v/s found upon germi-
nating these seeds that they contained inorganic phorphorus, and
that it increased upon further growth In the dark. Hart and
Andrews also noted that the organic phosphorus increased decidedly
in solubility during germination. Thus it can be seen that a study
of the phosphorus content of muscle along these same lines may be
of interest, may add seme light to the nutritive value of meat, may
aid in obtaining a further insight into the differences in the cuts
of meat from the name anianal and different animals, m.ay show where-
in the meat from the various breeds of animals differ, and may ex-
plain hoMf the change of rations influences the quality of the meat.
HISTORICAL.
A brief review of all the V7ork done upon the estimation
and study of the phosphorus compounds in meat folioivs.
18
In 1807, Berzelius first investigated the ash content
of muscle. He noted the presence of sodium, magnesivon and calcium
phosphate. In 18?;2, Ohevreui again took up this v;crh, stiidying
the ash content of the extract of muscle. He found 81 per cent
of the ash of muscle to be soluble in water, and of the insoluble
portion, 5.8 per cent consisted of calcium phosphate and per
cent of magnesium phosphate.
For the next twenty years, considerable v;ork was done
along this line by Schloss'^erger, "^^ Enderlin,^^ Stolzel, ^* Staffel,^'
„ 18 19 ^ 2C
weuey, Lehraann, and Eohevarria , who studied the ash content
of the muscular flesh of various animals. They in turn analyzed

this ash for itc several comronents,- phosphorus being fmong them.
Dioring this period, Grohe ° investigated the constituents of frogs
||
flesh, and found the organic and inorganic composition to be the
name as other sorts of muscle. He estimated the Quantity of in-
20b
organic phosphorus. Valencinnes and Fremy found large quantities
of potassivun acid phosphate in muscle and separated it as crystals
by ineans of alcohol. They stated that creatinine v/as foimd in com-
bination v;ith phosphorus. :
21
-, , ,
It was during this same period that Liebig's valuable
article app'r^ared. In his study of the extract of flesh, he di- i
rected considerable attention to the nature of the inorganic phos-
phates. He found alkali phosphates in the ash from the extract,
and these upon further examination proved to be portions of the
mono-, di-, and tri-phosphates. He found that a v/ater solution of
this ash v/as strongly alkaline, and that after testing it v/ith
silver nitrate, the di- and tri-b?isic phosphates were present.
Liebig also studied the acidity of the extract, stating that it
was due to the acid salts of the alkalies V7ith both phosphoric and ]
lactic acids.- the former being chiefly of the di-basic salt. \
Liebig v/as the first to separate inosinic acid - an organic phos-
phorus corapoimd, Dui'ing the saine period, Bibra and Keller both
studied the water soluble ash of muscle, determining the percent
of phosphorus. Keller, v/ho v/orked under Liebig, found that 71.7
j
ii
percent of the phosphorus in the ash of neat was soluble, and that
j
80 per cent of the total ash of the meat vient into the extract.
" 241!
Nothing further of import was done until 1873, when Bunge
made ash analysis of beef, and for the first time had his results
calculated upon the basis of the fresh substance. Heretofore, all
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analyies of the ash content of flesh had been made upon the ash
I!
itself, and calculated in percents of the saine. In this safiie year,
25
Pott made an analysis of flesh meal and fresh reat. He deter-
mined the total phosphorus, and also made an extract v^ith concen-
j
trated hydrochloric acid. In the solution, ho found 0.366 percent i
phosphoric acid. In 1874, Mene reported the results of his in-
vesligation in analysing several cuts of beef, veal, mutton, and
fresh and salted pork. In these he gave the percent cf phosphorus. :
28 I
Two yeavB later, Champion and Pellett studied the relation of
the bases to the acids in tJie ash of neat.
29
Jolly, in 1879, was the first to mal:e a study of both
muscle and tendon with the object of ascertaining the nature of the
distribution of the- phosphates. His experiments v;ere made upon
veal, fat beef, and lean beef. He found that fat beef muscle con-
tained six times as much phosphorus as the lean; that there v/as no
appreciable difference betv:een the total phosphorus content of
the tendon of the veal and that of the beef, and that the alliali
phosphates, which belong to the blood, were more abundant in the
|
veal tendon than the earthy phosphates. Konig^^, in 1880, reported'
the complete asii analysis of two kinds of fish, determining tl-ie
a 1
total phosphorus. In 1882, Weyl and Zeitier eietornined the phos-
phorus in normal and tetanized muscle of dogs. The phosphates
increased in the latter v/hile the lecithin remained practically
unchanged, hence the difference Avas due to the brea}cing down of
the nuciein of the muscle. '
32
:
Lawes and Gilbert
, in 1883, made analyses of beef, veal,
pork and mutton, in which they aeteri.-iinod the ash and in this the
total phosphorus. During this same year, Kossel studied the com-i
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position of the cell nucleus of various organs fi'om different ani-
j
raals. lie eGtimat«=(cl the total phosphorus ^nd also that existing as
3 4
nucloin. In 1885, Buuge again published the results of the an-
alyses of the ash of two samples of beef muscle v;hich had been
35
freed from fat, tendon and veins. Atv/ater , in his work upon the
chemiritry of fish, determined the total phosphorus. In 1888,
KolpaKcha reported the total phosphorus content of three samples
of meat, finding the ratio of P2O5 to nitrogen to be 1.: 7.3.
37
P'ollov/ing this came the work of Griffiths upon uhe com-
position of the nervous tissue of invertebrates, and in this he es-
j
timated the percent of lecithin. In 1893, 'Whitfield
,
in a study '!
i
of the chemistry of muscle, stated that he found riyosin not to be
a nucleo-albumin, find tliat muscle contained no nucieo-albmin. The
next to touch upon this branch of the subject v/as Katz'", in 1896.
His motY^ is considered to be the most complete and reliable up to
the present tiiae. He made an exhaustive study of the mineral con- j
tent of muscular flesh, examining in all thirteen different kinds.
In this y/ork, he estimated, first, the total phosphorus soluble
in hot water, spxl considered this to be the phosphates; second, that
dissolved from these insoluble residues by alcohol, and designated
this as lecithin; and tliird, that in the residues insoluble in both
:
the water and alcohol, and considered it as nuciein. From this
data, it can be concluded that about three-fourths of the phosphorus
exists as phosphates, and that the lecithin content is about one
and one-half times that of the nuciein. The following table r^hows
his results in the cases of beef, veal and porl:.
- See page 14 ~
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In 1897, Cra-utier v/orked upon frefsh and refrigerated
beef and mutton. Ue determined the percent a^oa of phoophorufs sol-
uble and insoluble in hot v^ater. He also enttoated the quantity of
48
neucieinic acid. In tliin name year, liisrs K. I. Williams analyzed
twenty-seven samples of cooked fish and one of oysters, in v/hioh
the total phosphorus was determined.
In 1898, Wileys' bulletin upon the chemical composicion
o-F" the carcasses of pigs vms published. In this he gave the per-
centages of lecithin for each cut. His maximTsm and minimim figures
for animals of the saiae breed were 0.48 percent, 0.17 percent re-
spectively, indicating that variation is not necessarily due to the
44
kind of breed. Seig:rried, in 1899, published an article in which
he gave the analysis of the muscle of a new bom calf. He found
0.0.^4 percent nuclein-phosphorus and 0,21 percent of total phos-
phorus .
45
At the same tine, Macleods' paper upon the comparative
study of phosphorus in the muscle of rested and wearied dogs, ap-
peanied. The author made an extended study of the different forms
of phosphorus existing in muscle, paying particulcitr attention to
the ratio of the inorganic and orga.nic foms. He determined the
total phosphorus in the meat, then made a water extract of another
c
portion at 50 -60 0. In this he determined the total and inorganic
phosphorus directly, and the organic phosphorus by difference.
The nuclein-phosphorus was estimated in another portion of the ex-
tract. His conclusions were that the organic phosphorus of the ex-
tract was diminished by muscuiar work, that the inorganic phosphor-
us v/as conversely increased, and that the nuclein-phosphorus was
decreased b3'- excessive muscular vrark. The follov/ing table shows
the results of his analysis;
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RESULTS Of KATZ and MACLEOD.
Table 4. - Forms of Phosphorus in Meat (Katz).
Table 5. - Forms of PhOBphorus in Dog Flesh (Macleod).
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Durins this year, Kruger v/orked upon the reparation of
nuGCle nuclein v/ith the idea c.f -a.sing a method based upon its in-
solubility in rait nedia. In 1902, Percival, a pupil of aautier,
investigated the phosphorurs content of muscle. He sepaD'atod the
three forms - mineral, combined fand organic - in various animal or-
ganisms. His method of procedure vras briefly as follov;s: The or-
gans, after freeing fi'om blood, were thoroughly ground and mixed.
One portion v/as tlien tahen for the estimation of total phosphorus.
A second portion v;as treated v/ith cold dilute hydrocl-aorio acid for
twenty-four hours, thus removing the phosphates. The residues from
ti;is treatment Trere next boiled vjith a 0.5 per cent hydrochloric
acid solution in order to separate the lecithin, nucleins and etc.,
or the combined phosphorus. The total phosphorus v/as determined
in each of these extracts and in the last insoluble residues,
thereby obtaining the different forms of phosphorus. In muscle,
the total phosphorus as P2O5 was 0,506 percent, the mineral phos-
phorus 0.217 percent, tlie combined 0.095 percent, and the organic
0.193 percent.
48
At the same time, Bonanni compared the ajialyses of the
muscle of dogs poisoned by veratrin v/ith that of the normal aiiiraal.
4r
He determined the phospho-carnic acid present. Panella estimated
the quantity of phospho-carnic acid in muscle after death. In
50
19 03, Baimakoff reported the analyses of the muscle of ten
cliildren v/iiich had died from acute infections. In these he deter-
mined the total phosphorus. In 19 05, Griffiths ^"^ published a
second paper upon the chemistry of invertebrate muscle, in v/hich
he made a complete ash analysis, including the determination of
total phosphorus.
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PRELIMINAT/- WORK.
In unclertaKing this study, the first ctop in qii-^istion v/as
^
I- that of neparatins the soluble inorganic and orcanic forms of
1
of phospliarus, and hence, a brief reviev/ of the most recent methods
in use for this purpose v/iil be of value.
As sug'^ested above,- Zaleshi, Iwanoff, Hart and Andrews,
and Schiilrse and Castoro studied this question in the case of ger-
minated and imf>;eminated seeds.
Zaleski's procedure v/as that of using a 0,2 percent solu-
; tion of hydrochloric acid as the extraction agent. In this ex-
' tract, he '"Seternined the total soluble, the organic and the in~
I
j
organic phosphorus. For this latter separation, he used the regu-
!
lar acid molybdate solution directly upon the extract, believing I
[
that none of the organic phosphorus compounds would be changed by
j
j
the action of the free nitric acid, and consequently that only the
I phosphorus already oxidised v/ould be tJirown down. The organic
phosphorus v/as obtained indirectly by subtracting the amovmt of
inorganic determined directly, from the total solvible phosphorus
o
Iwanoff used as his extracting agent a 1 percent acetic i|
acid solution. In the extract, he determined the inorganic phos-
I
phorus directly by using the ordinary molybdate solution, just as
Zaleski had done. He stated that the influence of the nitric acid,
[
present in the acid molybdic soliition, was insignificant, and that
\
the organic matter did not interfere with the precipitation of the
phosphates.
j
Hart and Andi'ews, ho\7ever, claimed that the presence of
' the ft?ee nitric acid in the molybdic solution v/ouid cause a split- ^
j
ting off of some of the phosphorus from the organic compounds.
i
— J. - -_- - ... . , , , ^
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In this v/ay, the inorgaiiic phosphoruG content would be unduly in-
creased, p.nd the ors-mic forra correspondinsly decreased. They
found this to be the case .in nucleic acid from wheat bran. As a
result, Hart and Andrews wjidertook to so modifj?- the method that the
errors v;ouid be reduced to a minimum. This they did by using a
neutral solution of nol^'-bdic acid - made by neutralising the usual
j
solution v/ith airimonia In conjunction ivith this, they used just
enough free nitric acid to cause a separation of the arxionium
phospho-molybdate compovmd. By applying this modified riothod to
seeds and seedlings, entirely different results v/ere obtained from
those of Iwanoff and Zaleski. Instead of finding inorganic phos-
phorus in seeds and growing seedlings, they found these to contain
practically no inorganic phosphorus, but prijnarily, only the organic
form.
Schulze and Oastoro tools: up a stud^r of this question,
bearing in nind the worli of Iv/anoff, Zales/ii, and Hart and Anc'rev/s.
They stated that the valuable work of the last named gentlenen
night be at fault in that the inorganic phosphorus is not necesnar-
ily all precipitated, inasmuch as Grete' ^ found that in the pre-
sence of organic matter considerable nitric acid must be added to
obtain the separation of the phosphoric acid in the form of the
nolybdic compouand. Their method of separating the inorganic phos-
phorus v;as as follows:- A 1 percent hydrochloric acid extract of
the seeds was taken and treated v/ith calciuja chloride and amraonia.
In this v;ay, the inorganic phosphorus v;as precipitated as calcium
phosphate. This salt was then filtered off, treated with amr.on-
i
ii
ium citrate, and finally the filtrate fi.'om this solution with mag- S
nesia mixture - separating the phosphorus as amm.onium magnesium
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phosphate, in v/liicji foiTi it war? filtered, ignited, pjid weighed as
the pyro-phosphate. From their work, Schuise and oastoro fcvjicl,
lil:e Hart and Andrews, that the ungenainated se^^ds contained no
inorganic phosphorus, on the other hand, they found, liho Iwanoff
,
and ZalesKl, that germinated seed contained hoth the inorganic and jj
organic forris of phosphorus.
In our work, vie follov/ed the method of Hart and Andrews,
believing with them that tlie excesj^ of f^ree acid would cause the
/I
decomposition of some of the organic phosphorus compounds. Tn
sucli ccmplexe<t substances as meat, there can he no doubt biit that
the presence of such a strong mineral acid as nitric woiild cause
serious changes to taKe place. Of course, these changes might not
j
be the, immediate cause of any transformation as regards the forms
|
of phosphorus, but one would naturally expect that the ultimate
result, due to such a foreign body, would cause a serious disturb-
ance in the equilibrium of t]ie organic and inorganic constituents,
"/e, however, grant that the objection of Schuize and Castoro is,
perhaps, correct to a liiaited extent, and in this v/ork we'have
borne it in mind. The method, as finally adopted for deteiTn.ining 'I
the inorganic phosphorus, v/e fully realise does not necessarily
produce a complete separation of the two form.s of phosphorus, yet
approaches as near to this point as possible - so near that the
errors in question, if they exist, may be ignored, at least until
a fi;rther Knowledge of the composition of meat is hnoi,';Ti,
Asidff .from estimating the inorganic, the organic, and the
total phosphorus in the water extract, we also determ.ined the total
phosphorus in the meat, and that in the insoluble residues. In
connection v;ith each of the experiments, the chemical composition
|
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Of both the meat and the vmter extract was ai^jo estimated. This
included, in the case of the meat, t]ie fol?.ov:ing determinations:
Nitrogen, ash, moisture nnd fat; and in that of the Y.'ater extract:
Total nitrogen, proteid nitrogen, non-proteid nitrogen, non-ni-
trogenous extractives, nitrogenous extractives, ash and total solid
matter. From the data to be thus obtained, it can readily be seen
that there may be much of interest in a study of the relation of
the foiT'is of phosphorus to the other constituents in moat,
A brief outline of the methods as used in this laboratory
and which pertain to this v/orK, follow,
I, Preparation of Sample.
The cuts of meat v;ere prepared as nearly as possible ac-
cording to the general plan of the "lousewife. All the visible
gristle, surplus fat, and any other re.i-^.se material, were removed,
weighed and desi^^nated as trimmings. The bone was also carefully
cut out and tared. The remaining edible neat was then weighed and
put aside for the ordinary grinding,
ORINPING. - After cutting the piece of meat into small
portions, it was passed through the chopper three times, mixing
the ground sample thoroughly after each grinding. A part of the
meat v/as then tal'en, bottled and properly labeled,
il. Direct Analysis.
The direct analirsis of meat included the following de-
tenainations , made upon the .fresh sample: Moisture, fat, ash,
total nitrogen, ^nd total phosphorus.
MOI^^TIIKE. - 1,5 to 1,8 ro'ams of the sample were weighed
in double duplicate into moisture tubes. Whenever the meat v/as
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very .t'at, those tubes were partially iCilled v.'ith a coil of fat-
free paper in order to insure against any loss of the fat. The
weighed saraples v/ere then placed in a boiling v/ater oven and heat-
ed for about twelve hours. After this, they irere transferred to a
C
glycerin oven, the temperature of which vma 105 C, rnci heated
until tlieir v;eights were constant. Oxidation of the fat was pre-
vented by having a current of dry hydrogen pa-^sing tlirough the
oven. The loss in weight represented the amount of moisture.
FAT. - The residues froin. the noisture determinations were
extracted T,'ith anhydroiis ether, using the Soxhlet apparatus in
connection v/ith the Hopkins condenser. The extractions were con-
tinued for tv;enty-four hoiirs, after which the insoluble portions
of the meat were removed, ground ^Tith ignited sand, replaced in
the tubes and extracted for another tv/elve hours. ?/hen done, the
c
etner was recovered, the fats dried at 103 c., and weighed u.ntil
consta.nt
.
ASH. - 1.5 to 2,0 grains of the meat were weighed into
tared crucibles, and then placed in a boiling v/ater oven until
most of the I'loisture was driven off'. By this preliminary treat-
ment, the spattering of the fat upon subsequent ignition of the
meat was prevented. The crucibles were then transferred to the
muffle aiid gradually heated until the meats were well charred, when
the full fifame '.Tas turned on and the ignition continued at red
heat for two to three hours. The ash was then placed in desicca-
tors and T/eighed in one to one and one-half liours.
TOTAL NITROaEN. - 1.2 to 1.5 grams of the meat were weigh-
ed out in double duplicate into Kjeldahi flasks. In order to aj.d
in transferring the meat, the v/eiglied samples were placed upon
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folded filtoro, which were tlien dropped into the f?.ag>:s. Sherman's
modified KjeldaVa method v/as used throughout . To the meat, 25 c.c.
of concentrated sulphuric acid wars added, and then 0.7 ccramR of
mercury. The j;iixture v/as c'^ently heated upon the digestor until
any frothins ceased and the mas3 became well charred. The heat
was then removed, and aft'^^r allowing t?ie flasKs to cool somewhat,
10 to 15 grams of powdered potassium sulphate were added. Tlie di-
gestion was then continued, and the tim>e iiecessary for the liquid
to become clear was noted, when it v/as ailov/ed to ri^n one and one-
hours. The necics of the .flasKs were nov: vrashed down vrith aranonia--
free distilled v:ater, after v/hich the oxidation was continued for
another half hour, v;hen it v/as complete. 250 c.c, of distilled
water v/as then added to each flasl:, before the mass had cooled suf-
ficiently to r^olidifj'-. From this stage, the procedure was the saiie
as given in the ordinary method,
TOTAL PHOSPHOHUS. - About 5 grams of the sample were
v/eighed in triplicate into Kjeldahl flasr;s, and 20 c.c. of con-
centrated sulphuric acid added. The mixture v/as cautiously heated
\intil it became v/ell charred. It v/as t]ien allov/ed to cool slight-
ly, v/hen 5 to 10 gr;ims of crystallized ammonium nitrate v/ere ofwe-
fi-illy added. The digestion v/as continued at a lov: temperature at
first, then gradually increased -until the liquid boiled, v/hen
the mixtiire did not clear up v/ithin an hour, 5 grarns more of the
salt were added o.nd tlie digestion continued. The oxidized mass
v:s.s transferred vdth the aid of hot distilled water to beahers,
Oare v/as tahen in not using too much v/ater and in keeping the voi-
\xne within 2CC c.c,. V/hen the solution was cold, it v/as neutral-
ized v/ith strong ammonia, using litmus paper as indicator; 5 grams

of arimionium nitrate v/ere tlien added and the bealier placed upon the
v/ater hath. The temperature was allov/ed to rise to GO C, v/nen
100 c.c. of clear, acid aiiTrionium noiybdic solution v/as added Y/hile
stirring the contents vigorously. The temperature v/as again raised
to 60 C, and kept at this point for fifteen minutes. During this
time, the mixture v/as stirred frequently. The yellow precipitate
stood from one and a half to two hours at the room temperature,
?/hen the clear, supernatant liquid v/as decanted through filters.
The precipitate v;as washed twice by decantation v:ith amiionium ni-
trate solution and then transferred to the filter and again v;ashed
three times with the nitrate solution. The filtrate, if clear,
was discarded. The yellow precipitate v/as dissolved with dilute
ammonia and hot water and treated further in the usual manner for
gravimetric estiraation of phosphorus hy the "magnesia mixture"
method. The ainrioniura ma^p^iesim phosphate precipitate vms dried,
transferred to a tared crucible and ignited at a red heat for tvro
to three hours. It v/as then removed and when cocl, any imps vrere
caTefiilly "broken up, after v;hich it v/as reheated for another hour,
cooled and v/eighed. T]ie resulting m.agnesim pyro-phosphate vms
calculated to phospliorus. In cases v/nere the pyro-phosphate ap-
peared to be GontajMinated, it v/as dissolved in hydrochloric acid
and repreoipitated.
III. Preparation and Analysis of tlie Cold Vfater
Extracts of Meats.
(A) Preparation of tiie Gold ivater Extracts.
About 100 grams -of the sample v;ere v/eighed out in the
follov/ing manner: first, three portions of 5 to 5 \/?. grams v/ere
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v;eiche(l into 100 c. c. beakers, then three i^ortions of a1:5O\it -30
grains each v;ere proportionally divided among five of the beaters,
naXing in all ei^^hteen lotG. In each of ther;©, about 5 o.c. of
ainuonia-fl'ee v;ater was added, and the neat nixed with the aid of a
glass rod Into a thiok paste. Then 50 c.o. nore of the water v;as
added and the whole thoroughly -jtirr^ed for fifteen minutes. The
insoluble portions were allowed to settle, i7hen the supernatant
liquids were decanted tlirough their respective filters, Great
nare 'as taken to prevent tJie filtrates from dripping directly into
the vessel below, as mechanical agitation causes some coagulation
of the protoid. The residues were thoroughly drained and then
I
treated further v;ith 25 c.c. of distilled v/ater, stirred for five
ninuteg, allowed to settle ana again filtered as above. This
treatment was continvied until the filtrates neasui'ed about 2^0 c.c.,
vih^m they were com])ined and made up to 5000 cc. This cold v;ater
extract v/as then analyzed as foliov-'s: I'^or total solid matter, ash,
total nitrogen, proteid nitrogen, non-proteid nitrogen, nitrogen-
ous extractives, non-nitrogenous extractives, total phosphorus,
inorganic phosphorus, and organic phosphorus,
(B) Analysis of Cold water Extracts.
I. TOTAL SOLIDS. - 100 c.c. portions were t alien in dupli-
cate and evaporated in platinm dishes upon a water bath. They
were then placed in a water oven and dried until constant in weight.
The gain in vmiglit represented the total solid matter.
II. ASH. - The dried residues from the above determina-
tions were carefully ignited at a vf^ry low red heat tintii tlie min-
eral matter became v;hite. The ignition T/as repeated v-ntii the
weight became constant. The residue left on ignition was the ash.
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III. TOTAL NITROCrEN. - 100 CO. portioriB of tile extract
were digented in triplicate in the usual nanner for nitros^n de-
ternination. The raercury v/as not added, hov^ever, until the lia^id
had evapcratsd far enough for acid fwies to come off. In this v/ay,
buinping and fr-othing v;ere prevented. In the nitrogen work upon
the v/atf^r extracts, dilute standard ssoiutions - ahout twelfth nor-
mal - were used, corrections v/ere made for the nitrogen in all
the reagents.
IV. PROTEID NITROaEN. - In this study, the proteid nitro-
gen represents that found in the albmen, coagulated by heat in
neutral solution, togetjier v.:ith that in t?ie albunoses separated
by zinc sulphates, ?ind that in the peptones I'^om the tannin and
salt treatment . This multiplied by 6.25 gave the proteids. These
several constituents v/ere determined in the foiiov/ing manner:
(a) Coagulated Nitrogen. - Portions of 200 c.c, in tri-
plicate v;ere evaporated in bealiers upon the vrater bath to 40 c.Co
They were then removed and carefully neutralised with alKali to
litmus. The solutions were replaced upon the baths nnd heated for
ten to fifteen minutes, v/hen the separated proteid v;as filtered
off and thoroughly washed with hot water. The coaguliun was then
analyzed for its nitrogen content in the usual manner. However,
that which clung to the v/alis of the beaker was very carefiilly re-
moved by the aid of hot concentrated sulphm\ic acid and hot water.
(b) Albunose Nitrogen. - The filtrates from the above de-
termination were (-=ivaporated upon the v/ater bath to about 25 c.c.
They were tjien removed, 1 c.c. of 50 percent sulphuric acid was
added to each, and then enough crystallized z±nc rAVlphate to satu-
rate the solution. After standing twenty-four hours, the separated
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protoifl was filtered off m\d washed witli a saUiratod solution of
zinc sulphate. The nitrogen v;as estimated in the precipitate and
designated as that due to aibumoses.
(c) Peptone Nitrogon. - ThD^ee portions of 200 c.c, each
of the v/ater extract v/ere treated as in (a). The filtrates i^om
tliese Trere transferred to 110 c.c. measuring flasl:s, and 5 c.c.
each of solutions of salt and tannin v/ere addedo After nixing
tlioroughiy^ the .flasKs were filled to the upper mark ivith distilled
water and again shshen. In twenty-four hours, the precipitated
proteid v/as filtered off, using dry papers and fiaslis. A measured
portion of the clear filtrate was analyzed for nitrogen. In this
manner, it was supposed that the nitrogen thus obtained represented
all of that due to non-proteids, and by subtracting this from tiie
total nitrogen of the v/ater extract, the total proteid nitrogen
was obtained. Hence, the difference betv/een the sum of the coagu-
able and albianose nitrogens, and the total proteid nitrogen v/as
calculated to give that due to peptones.
V. NOK-PROTHIP HITROaEN. ~ This was obtained by subtract-
ing the total proteid nitrogen determined as just stated, lYom the
total nitrogen in the extract. This multiplied by Z,12 gave the
non-proteids.
VI. NITROaENOlJS ORGANIC EXTRAGTIV13S. - These v/ere obtained
by multiplying the non-protcid nitrogen by X.lSo
VII. NOK-NITROGENOIIS OPGA!:iC EXTRACTIVES. - By subtracting
the total mineral matter in the extract from the determinations of
the total solids, tlie soluble organic iiattor v/as obtained. Then
the nim of the proteid and t]ie non-proteid gave the total nitro-
genous organic matter. Hence, the difference between the total
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organic natter and. the nitrogenouG organic natter gave that due to
the non-nitrogenouG, and for v/ant of a better term, this was des-
ignated B3 non-ni tro'2:enous o?.'ganic extractives.
VIII. TOTAL PHOr>PHCHuri. ^ Portions of 250 c.c. r/ere taken
in triplicate and transferred to Kjei.dahl f].asks. 20 c.Co of con-
centrated sulphuric acid was added and the oxidation and fiirther
procedure was conducted as outlined under total phosphorus in neat.
IX» rNOR'JAJ.'IC PHOSPIIOPUS. - Portions of 500 c.c, were
talten in triplicate, and the determination v;as carried cut as
stated hereafter.
X. ORGANIC PHOSPHORUS. - This detemination v/as obtained
indirectly by subtracting the inorganic phosphorus as determined,
from the total solvible phsophorus..
EXPERIMENTAL WORK UPOM INORGANIC PHOSPHORUS.
A vmteT extract of a sanple of raw, lean beef round was
wade in the usual naiuier. Portions of sr,o c.c, were taken in tri-
plicate, and the Hart-Andrews net'nod for estimating the inor^jr'nic
phosphorus ^-vas followed very closely. The extract v/as neutralised
to litnus with aimnonia, 10 grams of crystallized amm.oni'um nitrate
were added, and the solution placed upon the water bath. VJhen tlie
temperature reached 65 C, 2 c,c. of nitric acid (sp.gr.l.SO) was
added, and this was followed by 50 c.c. of neutral nolybdate solu-
tion. Immediately, a heavy yellow-green floccuient precipitate be-
gan to sep'Ai'ate. After stirring several tii-oes, this settled out
l-^^.aving a clear filtrate which was often of rm emerald [^y^een color.
The precipitate did not resem.ble the usual phospho-molyt^dic com-
pound, either in color or in crystalline form. After standing tv/o
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hours at room temperature, the precipitate v/as filtered and v/asherl
vrith aniraoniiJin nitrate. It was then treated vrith dilute amonia
{2,5 percent) and hot water. It turned green at once, and was
foiind to he partially inscluble. The solution v;as dark hrovm in
color and not clear. The filtration v/as also quite nlow. Upon
neutralizing the solution v/ith hydrochloric acid, a tP^ayish fioccu-
lent precipitate cane dovm. This was difficiatly soluble in strong
ainmonia. In adding the magnesia mixture, the resulting precipi-
tate vjas foLind to be flooculent and not of a charactei'is tic nature.
After repeated attempts to use the Hart-Andrevfs method as
outlined by them, it seemed neces^ar^r to introduce modifications
before the method could be used vrith accuracy in separating in-
organic from organic p?io3phorus in water extracts of meats. Accord-
ingly, the first question which arose was v;?iether the substance
' that apparently caused the trouble might not be rem.oved. For, if
a j^eparation could be effected v;hereby the method vroiO.d v.'ork and
at the same time not cause any change in the forms of phosphorus,
the result v:ould be all tliat could be desired. Secondly, in con-
junction with tliis step, the matter of detenaining the influence
of varying amounts of free nitric acid was talien up, in order to
ascertain its influence in aiding in tiie -reparation of the phos-
phorus, and consequently in overcoming tlie retarding action of the
organic natter. Parallel with these tests, the action of varying
ariounts of the neutral molybdic solution was studied,
Tv/o methods of procedure were used in attempting to re-
raovQ the ma;jOr part of the interfering organic matter - first,
that Of using precipitating reagents, ^nd, second, that of coagu-
.
lating the albumen by evaporation nnd the removal of the coaguium.
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Tho precipitating reagents xiaed v/ere rj-roriT^p nitrate micl
neutral nolybdic oolution. In the first case, 2^ c.c. of the
nolybfiic solution v/as added to 350 c.c. of the cold neutral extract
and stirred thoroughly. A grayish, flooculent precipitate f!:ep3Tated
out. After standing in the cold for two hours, the precipitate v/as
filtered off and v/ashed. The filtration v/as slow, and the washing
quite difficult. The phosp}ioriis was estiiaated in the precipitate
by dissolving it in ainrionia, and then foiiovn.ng the usual"inagnesia
mixtm.-'e" method.
As in the original nethod.;. v/ith the extract, upon neutral-
izing the ajTmionical solution, a flooculent precipitate separated.
This Has difficultly soluble even in strong ain:aonia. In each case
some phosphorus was found in tiie separated organic matter. The
filtrate, after removing the precipitate due to the molybdic solu-
tion, ••'as heated upon the v/ater bath to 65 C., after Tiaving added
10 grams of aiomonium nitrate. 2 c.c. of nitric acid v/as added and
then another 25 c.c. portion of the neutral molybdic solution. Up
to this tirae, nothing separated, but now a pale yellow, flocculent
precipitate cairie down. This did not change in appearance on stand-
ing, and tjie addition of ?5 c.c. mere of t>ie molybdic solution did
not produce any visible effect. This precipitate was filtered,
washed, and treated as usual for the estijnation of phosphorus. The
filtrate which was colored green vms allowed to stand tvrel^^e hours.
It was then iieated to 65 0., and 25 c.c, of neutral mol3''bdic solu-
tion added. Nothing tool: place"; then 1 c.c, of nitric acid was
added. The green color changed to. a yellow, ar^d a sliglit precipi-
tate began to foj'*m. Upon st<anding, it increased sonev/hat. After
four hours, it was filtered, and the phosphorus determined in this

portion -rVi in the first case. After the Ciitrate vms? allov/ed to
stand tv;elve iiciij's, a veiy slisht precipitate v/as noticeable. The
c
solution Y/a's a£;ain heated to 65 c, nnd treated v±th another cubic
centimeter of acid. A very Rlisiit separation tool: place, v/iiich v:as
so small that it v/as not considered to be T/eigha1)le. However, it
v;as filtered off and added to tlie last portion. This filtratf^ rrr.^
treated v:ith another cubic centimeter of acid, as in trie preceding
casea, bvit upon standing several hours, nothing further separated,
T]ie aianoniur.1 nitrate procedure jas followed- -exactly as in
the case of the neutral mol^'-bdic -solution, excepting that the tliree
portions of the extract were first heated, to 250 c.c. of the- ex-
tract, 10 £p:'ajas of ss-ui.onijAi;! nitrate vr- mvigd, and the solution
•
heated at 65 0. for fifteen minutes. A flocciUent, i-jraj/- precipi-
tate separated, and after standing several hours, it v/as filtered
off and v/ashed with amiaoniuaa nitrate. After several trials, it was
found that the filtration and the v/ashing would be more rapid if
the solutions v;ere v/ar!tied again, just previous to filtering. This
precipitate was treated vrith .ammonia in^l hot water, and the phos-
phorus estimated as usual. There was practically no phosphorus in
combinat'ion v-ith this organic natter. The filtrate v/as next heated
to 65 c, 2 C.c. of nitric acid, and 50 c.c. of neutral nolybdic
solution then added. A flocculent, yellov/ish precipitate began to
separate at once, and 5 grams more of amm.onium nitrate v/as 'added
to see if it would cause any cliange, but none v/as noticeablCo On'
standing twent^r minutes, a fine, yellow precipitate began to separ-
ate, and after three hours, it was filtered off*. The filtration
was rapid and the v/ashing not difficult. In twelve iicurs, a trace
cf the yellow precipitate was noticeable. The filtrate v/as then

heated to 65 C., and 2b c.c. of neutra.1 nolyTDdpte f!clution added.
No apparent chancft took place, imd tlie effect of l c. of '-Jie aold
was noted. A rjiiglit yellow precipitate began to separate, and on
stand-in£: jt -increafsed. After tliree lio'iarf3, it \rnn filtered, and the
filtrate then allowed to ntand tv/elve hcuiTj, ]To chfijige r/as appaTent,
c
and the clear rsolution was again heated to 65 C, and treated v/ith
1 c.c. cf nitric acid. A Trery faint precipitate "began to foira, but
after twelve hours, it Y.as considered tc be only a trace. Ho change,^
'i
v^as produced upon adding more acid.
The next procedure was to study the use or the method in
the case of evaporating portions of the extract to snail voiunes,
I
then filtering off the coagiiable 7)roteid natter, and testing the
filtrates as in the tv/o preceding cases. Portions of 500 c.c. were
evaporated upon the water bath to about 50 c.c. They were then
filtered v/hile hot, and washed thorouglUy with hot ?;atep. At first
it was thought best to neutralize the solutions before filtering
in order tc hr-sten the filtration and bring down more of the proteid^
but this step v/as not taken for fear of tlie cliange which night be
produced upon tjie phosphorus.
The coaguiura was oxidized in the usual manner, and tested
for phosphorus. In all but one case, v/e found practically no phos-
phorus, and this was doubtless due tc poor washing. However, in
order to prove this point, three different lots of water extract;
each measuring five liters, were evaporated to about 250 c.c, and
then filterodo The filtrates were ^evaporated still further, and
any coagxiable matter separated pind added to the main lot. The co~
aguia were then oxidized, and treated quantitatively for phosphorus.
In two- cases, the FjnciJint foaind was O.OCJ? percent phospliorus, and in
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the third oaae. 0.005 poroent, calculated upon the "basis of the
*
fresh neat. It in evident from thin that v/e need not consider the
pj^.oTAnt of ph03pho:cus held nechanically or otherv;ise in the coagula.
The fiiorate from the coagiilm v;a3 v,r..do up to 200 c.c,
and neutralised to litmu.<5 v/ith ai^nionia. Ten cP:'ans of annoniuii ni-
trate y^r.n added, ;ind the rsolution heated to
-eB^c. ^ c.o. of nitric
T
acid (l«J30) and 50 c. c. of the neutral nciyv.clic r>olu.tion were tlien
add.ed. A very slight floccuient precipitate appeared at first, but
this vma follov;ed. the characteristic yeli.ow phospho-iaolybdm
conpound. This separation £:ener'al3.y tool: place at once, l-^aving
a clear, eiierald green, su7.)ernatant linuid. On standing two hours,
crystals, evidently of n double salt of m^nonia and noi^/bdic acid,
fomed sncl t/ius interfered somewhat v/ith filtration and fiit'thor
rianipuiation. The filtrate was tested by heating it to G5 C, and
adding laore of the neutral moiybdic soiutiqn. No chajig© took place,
and the effect of 1 c. c. of dilute nitric acid was noted. The green
color disappeared, but otherwise there was no precipitate formed
even after tv/elve hours, ilore acid produced no apparent change.
The follov/ing table gives a sur;iraar:'" of this preliiainary
work, toget)ier v;ith the results of applying the repUar method
upon t'he saiae sanples. in all cases, the magnesium-pyro-rhospiifitc
was dissolved and reprecipitated, i
i
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From a Gtuciy or tli^ averages c.f t]iis table, it can be seeuj
first, that all four of the methods gave concordant results, es-
pecially is this true in tiie first, third, and fci;.rth cases.
' Second, the precipitate resulting fror^ the use of the neutral moly-
|
i bdic acLii in the cold, and the aiTimoniui-a nitrate in th^ hot, t^'ils
to carry dop/n rsome phosphorus. This is more rjirhed in the former
case. With the evaporation method, sufficient p^^ocf has already
been i^iven to shov/ that the coagulum does not contain any phospho-
rU3» In the instance of ^To.1811, tiie filtration vus sIgt/, find the i'
' washing very difficult, and these facts help to explain the phos-
phorus content in t/iis In-jtnnce. Two other detemiiiations, 1738
and 1789, are giyen to shov/ further evidence of this fact, TTiird,
the lant method is apparently*" the only one of the four in v/hich the \
phosphorus v/as completely tiirow ovit by the one treatment of ?. c,c,
of the dilute. nitric acid and 50 c.c, of tlie neutral nolybdic scl-
,
ution. In the other cases, the separation was not sharp and tiie
precipitate was alv/ays decidedly floccuierit nnd of a peculiar color.,
The separation was not as rapid, and the washing v/as i^Qnerally
slower. Fourth,- it seoiis that ;-3n increase in tiie ^ji.ioimt of nitric
acid recommended by Hart -md Andrev/s v;iii overcome the influence of I
the orgajiic matter in retarding the precipitation of the phosphorus,
and that a moderate excess of acif^ vdLll cause no further separation,
showing that a great part of the phosphorus is held i]i solution
and is not subject to as rapid change as one would expect. :
i\n a result, it v/as decided to introduce into the method
the modification of evaporating the extract, removing the coagulum,
' and wor]^.ing upon fno resulting filtrate. Accordingly, a further
study of the netliod was m.ade, with the idea, first of improving it,
j|

! and second, of fshovvnin?^ v.'hat form of phof^phorus v;ouid he precipitated'
I
'oy tiii3 tr-iatn-^nt . It vjsg found that thr^re v^as an advantage to be
j
gained in diluting the filtrate C:?cn t3ie coagaim to 250 c.Co, and
I
j
also in not allov/ing the solution to becoj'^e cold rhile the yellov;
precipitate vms settiinf; out. In thin way the moi.ybdmn salt v.-as
kept in rsoiution. An effort v/as alno nade to do av:ay T7ith the
tedious process of dissolving the pyro-phosphate nnd reprecipitating
the r;hOGphorus, v/hich is, of course, necessary vmen t}iere is any
tendency to-rard reduction from organic matter. !:
The yellow precipitate was dissolved in tihe usual manner,
\7ith aa.icnia nnd liot rrat-^r, Tjie solution was then neutralized \7ith ;
ii
if
nitric acid and diluted to 200 o.c. To tjiis, 5 ^TarTs cf arnoniun
I nitrate l^as added, anrl the solution heated to 60 o.; 20 c.c. of
I
neutral inoiybdic solution v/as poured in, and. then, 'wniie stirring
^
!
'
'
||
;
vigorously, 5 c.c» of concentrated, nitric acid. T/as added. . The
j|
|i
yellov; pj-ecipitate caine dovm at once v/ithout my apparent contami-
i'
nation v/itli orgaiiic urit':ej:. The fil tj-a'.ion 'was rapid, and the i
' filtrate ver-/ clear.
:
Thi:3 procedi;i-e i^ms tested by Mailing parallel doterninat?,ons|
I
v.ith the official nethod, dissolving the pliosphate and etc. The
following table ;;ives t]\^ rosr.itr- of these determinations, i:
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7It \7iii be Reen by refeiTing to the table, that thcrfs is
practically no dirfoni'ence in the reouito, and inasmuch as the modi-
fication made the v/orK Liuch simpler and a creat def^l- shorter, it
has been used throughout
. However, it should be stated that when
the i£piited pyro-pliosphate v^as colored yellow, it wa.^ dissolved
and treated as usual.
Finally, it vras decided that the use of 5 c.c. of the
dilute nitric acid instead of 2 c.c, be adopted. In this v/ay, the
objection of Schulze and castoro nij::ht be met in part, ?athough v/e
have already sho;'m that an extra ai.ncunt of acid does not produce
any change, and that the small amount used v/as sufficient for a
complete separation.
The method as now in use is as follOFf?: 500 c.c. portions
of the water extract are taken in triplicate and evaporated upon
the water bath to 50 c.c. The coagulm is then filtered off and
v/ashed with hot water until tlie washinpis and filtrate reach about
150 c.c. The filtrates, whicli were always found to be but veiy
slightly acid, were treated v/ith lO srans of ammonium nitrate, then
transferred to the water bath and heated to 60 C. At this point,
7, c.c. of nitric acid (1.20) was added, and this followed by 50 c.c
of clear neutral m.olybdjc solution. The solution was stirred vig-
orously, and allowed to stand, on the water bath for fifteen minutes
c
at 60 c. During this period, it was stirred frequently. The bear-
ers trere then removed and put in a warm place for tv;o houj?s. At
the --nd of this period, the precipitate was filtered off and washed
v;ith' ammonium nitrate as in the determination of total phosphorus.
The ammonical solution of the precipitate was sometimes colored
blue, but this disappeared after being heated upon the v/ater bath
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for a Ten minutes. It was then neutralized vath nitric acid, and
" diluted with distilled water to 200 c.c» Prom this point, the
procedure was as stated on page 27,
EXPERIMENTAL WORK IN DETERMININ6 THE
I
PHOSPHORUS CONTENT OP IffiATS,
1
The methods as already outlined for estimating the dif-
ferent forms of phosphorus have been applied, in most cases, in
il
! conjunction v/ith other experiments in progress in this laboratory.
i|
jj
As a result, we have had access to considerable data, regarding the
complete composition of the meats, which we would otherwise not
I
have been able to obtain.
In this way, the conclusions di-awn from the phosphorus
data have at times been materially reinforced as regards the com-
I
position of both the raw and cooked meats, the methods of cooliing,
the losses in cooking, and the accuracy of the methods for separ-
ating the different forms of phosphorus.
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CKUMICAL COMPOSITION OP RAW MEATS.
Table 8. - Calculated to Fresh Basis.
Table 9. - Calculated to Wateivfree Basis.
Table 10. ~ Calcinated to Water and Pat-fi-ee Basis.
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CKEMIOAL OOWPOSITION OP COOKED MEATS.
Table 11. - Calculated to Fresh Basis.
Table 12. ~ Calculated to water-ftree Basis.
Table 13. - Calciaated to Water and Pat-free Basis.
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS.
In discussing the results, the general plan has "been to
arrange the tables so as to consider first the raw meats, including
the beef round and the veal, and second the cooked meats, inci\iding
'i
I;
|i the boiled, the pot-roasted and the oven-roasted. In making our
Statements, it must be born in mind that, in the main, we can, at
i the present time, base out conclusions only upon averages. As far
|| as the present information upon the sub;ject of flesh extends, we
know that the breed, feed, and etc. , of an animal have some in-
;
fluence upon the quality of the meat, and it is evident that a com-
-parison of individual cases cannot be made when this data is lacking.
A few general statements concerning the raw meats should
be made. The cuts of beef round were obtained from animals one to
jl
two years old, which had been fed upon grass, hay and com. The
ll
cuts of veal were from the same animal which v/as four weeks and
I
two days old. Regarding the meat used for cooking, the beef round
T/as of the same type as that for the raw analysis, in fact, in a
j|
few cases it was from the same sample. The beef rib cuts were from
! animals two to three years old.
i!
I In connection with the cooked meats, it will be of in-
! terest in following the interpretation of the results, to explain
briefly the methods of cooking, and give a few general deductions
j
from the data in tables Nos. 11-15, which give the chemical compo-
I sition of these meats calctaated to the fresh basis, water-free
j
' basis, and water and fat-free basis.
First, as regards the method of cooking by boiling, the
meat was cut into tl-iree-fourth inch cubes, then thoroughly mixed,

and portions of 1000 grams weighed off. The remainder of the meat
was talten for the analysis of the raw sanple. The v/eighed amount
was placed in 200 c.c. of distilled water, the temperature of which
varied according to tlie manner of boiling. At the end of the cook-
ing, the meat was immediately removed from the liquid, and after
allowing sufficient time for it to cool, it was again weighed in
order to obtain the loss due to the cooKing, The meat v/as then
sampled and ready for aru^ysls. The results were calculated upon
the basis of the cooked meat.
I
It might be noted here that in the tables Nos. 11-13, the
meat for laboratory Nos, 1801, 1807, 1808, 1802, 1809 and 1803 was
from the same sample throughout, thus permitting a comparison of !
the methods of boiling as regards temperature and time.
j
Pot-roasting is what might be designated as dry boiling.
J
In this, the meat is at first browned in a small ano\mt of fat.
It is then put in a pot containing about 200 c,c, of hot water,
and boiled. The meat is turned frequently, and from time to time,
|
small portions of hot water are added, enough to keep the meat from
burning. The pot is kept covered so that the meat has the
benefit of the surrounding steam. The temperature of the cooking
is considered to be about 100 c., and can be compared with the
|
:i
method of boiling at 100 o« I
|i
j|
The roasting of the meat is conducted in a gas oven. The
t
meat is freed from bone, and then rolled and fastened with galvan-
ized iron skewers. A thermometer is so adjusted that the bulb
I
reaches the center of the meat. The roast is then placed on a
I
glass triangle and transferred to an enameled pan. When the tem-
i
! perature of the oven reaches 250 c, the meat is put in, and heated
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at this t^peratiJire for fifteen minutes. The cooking is then ccn-
tinued at 195 o., until the desired inner temperature of the meat
is reached. The meat is then removed and placed in a glass jar,
where the rise of the inner temperature is noted. In the tables,
the inner temperature upon removal of the meat is designated "end»,
and that due to the rise after removing from the oven, as "final".
Now, as regards the effect of the different methods of
cooking upon the chemistry of meat, it is to be regretted that the
experiments were not made upon the same cuts of beef, yet we feel
justified in making a comparison of the data for the different cuts.
In referring to table No. 11, shov/ing the chemical compo-
sition of the cooked meats, it will be noted that in the case of
boiling, the percent of moisture in the cooked meat varies inverse-
ly as the temperature of cooking. For examples, in the follov;ing
boiled meats: samples, laboratory Nos. 1801 and 1807, where the
temperature was first cold and then raised to 85 o.; samples, lab-
oratory Nos. 1803 and 1803, where the meat was put into water of
100 c., and then heated at 85 O., ajid in samples, laboratorj'' Nos.
1824 and 1805, where the temperature was 100*^0. throughout, the
averages of the moisture determinations are 6S.85 per cent, 60.62
percent, and 58.5 percent respectively.
Again, in comparing the average of the boiling experiments
made at 100 c», with that of the pot-roasting experiraents, the per
cent of moisture is practically the same, being 58.50 and 58.71
respectively. In the case of the roast meat, the moisture content
varies from 42.15 percent to 53.33 percent, giving as an average
of eight tests, 46.58 percent. As a result of this variation in
moistiire, the percentage composition of the constituents in the
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meats will be inversely increased, in other words, the percent of
total dry matter will be proportionate to the rise in temperature
of cooking.
Referring to table Ho. 13, calculated to the water and
fat-free basis, it will be seen that the different methods of
cooking have a very slight effect upon the total nitrogen content,
but in the case of the soluble nitrogen, the f^olubilit^r increases
with the rise in teniperatia^e in the boiling experiments, and like-
wise Vi'ith the method using the greatest amount of heat. Thin dif-
ference is more marked in the case of the soluble non-proteid
nitrogen. Concerning the percentage of ash, it can be said that
the total, the soluble and insoluble forms are highest in the roast
meats, and lowest in the boiled meats. This is most pronounced
in the soluble ash v/here, in the average for all the boiling ex-
periments, it is 1.13 percent, in that for the pot-roast experi-
ments, 2.00 percent, and in that for the oven-roasting it is 3.0^
percent. The organic extractives show that the same general ef-
fect is produced upon them as in the case of the ash, the differ-
ence being about equally distributed between the two forms, the
nitrogenous and non-nitrogenous.
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PERCENT Of the FORMS of PHOSPHORUS in RAW MEATS.
Table 14. - CalciUated to Fresh Basis.
Table 15. - Calculated to Water-free Basis.
Table 16. «- Calculated to V/ater and Fat-free Basis*
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PERCENT Of the FORMS of PHOSPHORUS in RAW JIEAT.
In comparing the averQgo of the six analyses of "beef
roiind (Table 14) with that of the nine tfests of veal, the percente
of phosphorus are respectively 0«265 and 0.202 for the total; 0.193
and 0.128 for the total soluble; 0.120 and 0.095 for the inorganic,
and 0.073 and 0.032 for the organic forms. From this, it can he
seen that the percentage phosphorus content of beef round is high-
er than that of veal. This increase is most raarlced in the case of
the soluble organic phosphorus where there is a gain of 121 per
cent. The insoluble pho.f?phorus decreases in a corresponding man-
ner, being for the beef round 0.060 percent, and for the veal 0.074
percent'. This difference cannot be accounted for in considering
the rcoi^^ture or fat content. For in referring to the data vfhere
the results are calcinated to the water-free basis (Table 15),
these instances are more marked than in the former case, the solu-
ble organic phosphorus being 0.285 percent for the beef, and O.llO
percent for the veal, showing an increase in the beef round of 150
percent, whereas it was 121 percent; and the total soluble phosphor-
us being 0.835 percent for the beef, and 0.607 percent for the veal,
shov:ing an increase of 73 percent where it was 50 percent.
At first sight, it would appear, perhaps, that this dif-
ference was still due to the fat content, since in Table No. 15,
calculated to the water-free basis, the average fbr the fat in the
six tests on beef round is 10.39 percent, with a maximum of ls.75
percent and a minimum of 8.77 percent, while the average for the
nine experiments upon veal is 28.81 percent, varying from 11.95
percent in the shanlc cut, to 45.46 percent in the breast cut.
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However, from the data calculated to the water and fat-free "basis
(TalDle 16), it can be seen that this difference in the fat content
of the beef and veal does not apparently account for the increase
of the phosphorus. Yet, by closer inspection, the difference in
the averages v/iii be foiind to have been diminished. Where the total
soluble phosphorus had an increase of 50 percent, when calculated
to the fresh basis, and one of 73 percent when calculated to the
water-free basis, it now has an increase of ."57 .6 percent; and where
the soluble organic phosphorus, calculated to the fresh substance,
had an increase of 121 percent, and v/hen calculated to the water-
free basis, of 150 percent, it now has one of 104 percent.
Lilcewise, in considering the cut of veal leg, which cor-
responds nearest to that of the beef rotind, a similar comparison
of the data can be made to the beef, and even then the percent of
soluble organic phosphorus is 0.316 for the beef and 0.175 for the
veal leg, showing an increase for the former of 80 percent. The
percent of total soluble phosphorus is 0.835 for the beef, and
0.607 for the leg cut, again showing an increase \7hioh is 19 per
cent. From this, it seems quite apparent that the age of the ani-
mal influences the phosphorus content of flesh, the percent of
phosphorus var^ring directly with the increase in age. This state-
ment, however, is subject to the influences which the kind of feed
has upon the composition of meat. In this case, it is supposed
that the animals from which the beef was gotten were fed upon corn
and hay, while the veal was fed upon milk. This phase of the
question has, as yet, not been taken up, and imtil then we feel
justified in drawing the above conclusion.
Again, in referring to the data, calculated to the ftpesh
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basis (Table 14), it can be seen that the different cuts of veal
contain varying percent s of phosphorus, the maxiinian being, in the
case of the shoiader cut, 0.269 percent, and the minjjnum, in the
case of the breast, 0,168 percent. For the beef round, the maxi-
mum and minimum percents were 0.345 and 0,??10, respectively. These
differences in the cuts of veal are just as pronounced when the re-
sults are calculated to the water- free basis (Table 15), the mini-
mum percent being 0.9S0 for the shoiilder, and 0*458 for the breast.
It will also be noted in this table (15) that the percent
of fat has apparently little influence upon the phosphorus content.
The shanK cut, for example, has 11.91 percent fat, and 0.696 per-
cent phosphorus, the shoulder 29.26 percent fat and 0.920 percent
phosphorus, and the breast 45.45 percent fat and 0.458 percent
phosphorus. In the first and second cases, the percentage of phos-
phorus varies directly with the fat content, while in the first and
third instances, the variation is indirect.
Considering the data, where the results are calculated to
the water and fat-free basis (Table 16), the maximion percent of
phosphorus for the shoulder cut of veal is 1.298, and the minimum
percent for the shank is 0.790, showing that the amount of fat
does influence the phosphorus content somewhat. The breast cut,
which contained the miniraum amount v/hen calculated to the fresh and
water- free basis, now contains 0.840 percent, or 6.3 percent more
than the shank. It is also of interest to note that the fbre
quarter of the veal, which consists of the first five cuts - shank,
chuck, ribs, shoulder and breast - has an increase of 10 percent
of the total, 13 percent of the organic, and 32 percent of the in-
soluble phosphorus over these same forms in the hind quarter. On
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the other hand, the foi»e quarter contains 10 percent less of in-
organic, and 6 percent less of the total soluble phosphorus than
the hind quarter
•
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PERCEOT of the FORMS of PHOSPHORUS Ul COOKED I.IEAT,
Table 17. - Calculated to Fresh Basis.
Table 18. ~ calcxiiated to Water-free Basis.
Table 19. - Calculated to Water and Pat-f^ee Basis.
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From the data calculated to the fVesh basis (Tablo 17)
and that calculated to the water-free basis (Table 18), no definite
conciu^sions can be drawn as regards the influence of the different
methods of boiling meat, because of the fslight variations in the
determinations. The indications are, however, that the higher the
temperature of the water the greater is the percent of total phos-
phorus in the meat. There seems to be no constant relation be-
tween any of these methods of boiling as regards the total soluble
phosphorus.
I In coKiparing the average of all the boiled meats (Table 17)
i
with those from the pot-roast and oven-roast meats, it will be
!
seen that there is little difference in the total phosphorus between
i the meats cooked by boiling and oven-roasting, the percent s being
1
0,168 and 0,179, respectively, but in the case of the pot-roa;^t
: meat, the phosphorus content is higher, being 0.259 percent. The
average percent of total soluble phosphorus in boiled meats is
0,082, varying from 0.067 to 0,126; that in the pot-i'oast meat is
0,155, having a minimum of 0,122 and a maximum of 0,181; and that
in the oven-roast is 0,134, varying f^om 0,118 to 0.158,
soluble
I
From this, we see that, of the total phosphorus in cooked
meats, the pot-roast has the greatest percentage^ the oven-roast
next, and the boiled the least. The same relation holds vilien the
resiilts are calculated to the water-ftee basis (Table 18), This
increase in the percent of total phosphoinis is apparently due to
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the inorganic form v/hich constitutes O.iis percent of the total in
the pot~roast, and 0,096 percent in the oven-roast meat.
In considering the data, calcinated to the imter-free and
fat-free content (laiole 19), we have the variations due to the
water and fat eliminated, and the results are more strictly com-
parable. Here, the methods of boiling meat shov; a difference, for
in taking the average of the total phosphorus content, it will be
found that they vbxy directly as the rise in temperature. In the
case where the water was first cold and then heated to 85 o., the
percent of phosphorus is 0.458; where the water was first 100 c.,
then 85
,
the percent is 0.45/2, and where the temperature was high-
est, 100 c, the phosphorus content is 0.490 percent, giving an
average for all the tests of 0.464 percent. As to the total solu-
ble phosphorus, it is highest in the case where the neat was boiled
at 100 c, being 0.261 percent. In the other two instances, there
is practically no difference, the percents being 0,204 and 0.194,
respectively, for the meat cooKed in the cold, then at 35 c, and
that cooked at 100
,
then 85 C»
As regards a comparison of the tliree general nethods of
cooking, the total phosphorus content is 0,464 percent for the
boiled meat, with a minijmon percent of 0,428, and a maximum of
0.590; 0.G44 percent for the pot-roast meat, varying from 0.588
percent to 0.681 percent, and for the oven-roast meat, it is 0.810
percent, the maximum and minimm percents being 0.855 and 0.778,
respectively. This shows that the oven-i'oast meat contains more
phosphorus than either the boiled or pot-roast, and of these two,
the pot-roast contains the most. The same statements can be made
regarding the total soluble phosphorus, the boiled meat containing
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0.^525 percent, the pot-roast 0,414 percent, and the oven-roast
0.606 percent. As regards the soluble inorganic phosphorus, the
pot-roast meat contains as an average of the three tests, 0.303
percent, varying ft?ora 0.?^90 percent to 0.315 percent. The oven-
roast meat has as the maxl}rium percent of inorganic phosphorus, 0.521
and as the minimum, 0.387, with an average of 0.440 percent for
the ei'j;ht experiments. Prom this, it is evident that tliere is more
inorganic phosphorus in the case of the pot-roast meat. The or-
ganic phosphorus content is somewhat higher in the oven-roast than
in the pot-rcast meat, being on an average for each case, 0.166
percent and O.lll percent, respect iv el:''.
Now, in considering the data from tables Nos. 16 and 17,
where we have the phosphorus content of both the raw and cooked
meats calculated to the water and fat-free basis, an idea can be
obtained as to the effect of the methods of cooKing upon meat. A
direct comparison can only be made where the same cut of meat has
been used in each case* The total phosphorus in the raw beef round
is 1.096 percent, in the boiled meat 0.464 percent, and in the
pot-roast meat, 0.644 percent, representing a loss of phosphorus
due to the method of cooking, in the boiled meat of 57.66 percent,
and in the pot-roast meat of 41.25 percent. The total soluble phos-
phorus in the raw, the boiled and pot-roast meat is 0.835,0.226 and
0.414 percent, respectively, showing a decrease of 73.1 percent in
the boiled meat, and one of 50.4 percent in the pot-roast meat.
This indicates that boiled meats lose more total and soluble phos-
phorus than pot-roast meats.
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FORMS Of PHOSPHORUS In RAW MEATS EXPRESSED In
PERCENTAGE of TOTAL PHOSPHORUS.
SOLUBLE FORMS Of PHOSPHORUS in RAW MEATS EXPRESSED in
PERCENTAGE Of TOTAL SOLUBLE PHOSPHORUS.
Table 20. - Calculated on the Basis of the Raw Meat.
Table 21. - Calculated on the Basis of the coofced Meat.
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Of the average of the total phosphorus of beef round,
75.12 percent is soluble in cold water. Of this, the miniiaum per-
cent io 69.52, fmd the maxiraum, 80.07. .In the case of the veal,
64,51 percent of the total phosphorus is soluble, the miniraum
amount being 49.48 percent, and the maxir.im, 71.43 percent. This
fact agrees with Hart and Andrev/s, in their work "ipon germinated
seeds, where they found that upon development, the percent of
soluble phosphorus increased.
Of the phosphorus in beef round. 47,74 percent was found
to be soluble inorganic, and 27.38 percent organic, while in the
veal, 47.88 percent was soluble inorganic, and 16.45 percent or-
ganic. From this, it will be seen that the increase in the solUr-
blo phosphorus lies apparently within the organic form. By refer-
ring to table 18, where the results for the composition of meats
are calculated to the water and fat-free basis, it will be seen
that there is also an increase of 30 percent in the soluble pro-
teid, one of 22.5 percent in the nitrogenous extractives, and one
of 20 percent in the soluble ash, shov;ing that the increase Is gen-
eral and chiefly in the organic form. This statement differs from
that of Iwanoff, ZalesKi, and schulze and castoro, who, in working
with plants and seeds, found that the percent of inorganic phos-
phorus increased upon' germination, and that the organic form de-
creased.
Again, in referring to the previous table, and comparing
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I
the cut of veal leg with the average of the beef round, ?/e will
find the same thing again; the soluble inorganic phosphorus of the
veal leg is 10.6 percent greater than that of the beef round, while
the organic phosphorus is 55»2 percent less.
If we compare these same forns of phosphorus in the case
of the fore and hind quarter of the veal, we will find the same
state of affairs. In' the fore quarter there is a decrease of 25
percent of the soluble inorganic, and aii increase of 11<,6 percent
of organic phosphorus over those in the hind quarter. The average
composition of tlie hind quarter compares very favorably with that
of the cut of veal leg.
Now, talking up the percentage composition of the soluble
phosphorus, we find theft the organic phosphorus of the beef roiand
constitutes about one-third of the total, while that of the veal
constitutes about one-fourth. The ratio of the organic phosphorus
to the inorganic is, in the case of the beef round, about 5/5, and
of the veal, l/s. This last figure agrees with Macleod, in his
work upon rested and fatigued dogs. Prom the averages of each meat,
the beef round contains 10.75 percent more organic phosphorus than
the veal, and loses a corresponding percent of the inorganic.
Generally speaking, then, it may be said that age in-
creases the soluble phosphorus content and decreases the insoluble,
that it increases the soluble organic phosphorus but does not ef-
fect the soluble inorganic, .and that of the soluble phosphorus,
the percent of the organic is increased, v/hile that of the inorganic
is decreased.
»
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1
in considering the composition of the foxim of the total
phosphorus, it will be seen in the case of boiled meats, that &p-
parentiy the methods of ccclting have a different effect than that
which we would at first expect. The percent of the total phosphor-
us which is soluble in water does not necessarily decrease with
the rise in temperature, for if we note the average of the two
it
tests made upon the meat by putting^in cold water and then raising
the temperature to 85^0., the percentage of the soluble phosphorus
c
is 46.57, while that from cooKing the neat at 100 o. is 52.65, its
maximum and minimum percents being 59.15 and 48.50, respectively.
This same condition exists when we compare the proportions
of the total phosphorus which are soluble in the case of meat cook-0*0
ed at 100 0. with that cooked first at 100 0., and then at 85 0.
in the latter case, the percents varied from 41.98 to 45.7l,with an
average for all the tests of 42,87 percent. The exr)lanation for this
.
variation, in the case of the meats cooked at 100 c., is doubtless
due to the fact that when the meat is plunged into the boiling
water, the albumen is immediately coagulated upon the outer surface,
and forms a temporary coating through which the hot water cannot
extract the soluble phosphorus. By continued heating at this high
teraperatiare, the albumen becomes coagulated within and mechanically
holds the phosphorus.
In averaging the entire series of boiling experiments,
and comparing this with those from the other methods of cooking,
we find that of the total phosphorus, the percent soluble in the
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case of boiled meats is 48.11, the maximum being 59.15, and the
miniraian, 41,98, Meats cooked by pot-roa!?ting have an average per-
cent of soluble phosphorus of 64.57, varying from 54.22 to 70.93,
and in the case of oven-roasted meat, the maximum percent is 79.73,
and the rainimvan, 68.45, with an average of 74. R5. In other words,
of the total amount of phosphorus in cooked meats, the soluble
proportion is least in the boiled meat, highest in the oven-roasted
meat, and intermediate in the case of the pot-rcasted.
Of tTie -solii^Jle portion of the total phosphorus, the in-
crease in th6 cases of" roasted meats is proportionally divided be-
"'tween the organic and inorganic forms. In the oven-roasted meat,
the average of the inorganic phosphorus for the nine tests is 55.98
percent, with a maximum of 64.19 percent, and a minimum of 47.59-
percent, For the pot-roast meat, the variations in the inorganic
phosphorus are from 46.21 percent to 49.34 percent, with an average
for the three experiments of 47.25 percent, making it 14 percent
lower than that in the oven-roast meat.
Eliminating th^ low determination of the organic phosphor-
us for sample No. 1830, the averages for the pot and oven-roast
meats are practically the same, being for the former, 22.47 percent,
and for the latter, 20.87 percent. On the other hand, if we take
the average of all the tests for the pot-roast, it will be about
20 percent lower than that for the oven roast meats.
In comparing the percentage composition of the phosphorus
of the cooked beef round with that of the raw meat of the san© cut
(Table 20), it will be seen from the averages of the seven boiled
meats that the percent of soluble phosphorus is 48.11, and in the
case of the raw meat, 75.12. This shows a loss of 56 percent.
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considering the average of the pot-roasts, the soluble phosphorus
is 64.57 percent, representing a loss of about 16 percent, showing
again that boiled meat loses more soluble phosphorus than that
ccoKed by pot-roasting. The inorganic phosphortis in the pot-roasted
beef round constitutes 47.?55 percent of the total phosphorus,
while that of the raw meat forms 47,74 percent, showing that the
greatest loss is not due to tliis form of phosphorus.
Now, in studying the percentage composition of the soluble
phosphorus, it will be noted that in the boiled meat, one-third of
it, 32.54 percent, is organic, and the other two-thirds, inorganic;
in pot-roast meats, if we again eliminate Ko. 1830, the same
percent
exists, being 31.52 percent, and on the other hand, if we average
all three tests, the percent is 25.93 , or one-fowth. With
the oven-roasted meats, 27.99 percent of the soluble phosphorus is
organic, or a little more than one-fourth. These percents for the
coolied beef round correspond quite closely with that of the raw
meat (Table 20), which is 36.22 percent.
r
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FORMS of PHOSPHOPUS in RAW MEATS EXPRESSED in
PERCENTAGE of TOTAL ASH.
SOLUBLE FORMS Of PHOSPHORUS in RAW JffiATS EXPRESSED in
PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL SOLUBLE ASH.
Table 22, - calculated on the Basis of tlie Fresh Meat.
Table 23. - Calculated on the Basis of the Cooked Meato
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In the beef round, the total phosphoriis constitutes 23.43
percent of the ash, the miniraura and jnaxiinujn percents being 19.81
and 31.94, respectively. For the veal, 20.22 percent of the ash
is phojsphorvis, the minimum and maximum figures being respectively,
17.39 and 25.84. Of tliis ash, 17.83 percent, for the beef round,
and 12.83 percent for the veal, is soluble phosphorus. In the
beef round, this varied from 13.77 percent to 23.80 percent, and
in the veal from 11.83 to 14.35, the maximum percent being in the
leg cut v/hich corresponds to that of beef round. It is again evi-
dent that the younger animal has less soluble phosphorus than the
older one.
Giinilarly, there is 5.77 percent of the phosphorus in the
ash of the beef round which is insoluble in water, and 7.49 per-
cent in that of the veal. In the case of the veal, the maximum
percent of the ash v^hich is soluble in cold water is 13.06 in the
shoulder cut, and the minimm is 5.30 in the shanlc. This fact,
together with the high percent of insoluble phosphorus in the rib
cut, 11.26 percent, wouj.d indicate that the meat nearest the bony
structure is liable to contain more calcium phosphate.
Of the soluble portion of the tot a?, phosphorus, in the
case of beef round, 11.11 percent of it is made up of the inorganic
form, the maximum and mimimum percents being 8.33 and 4.17, re-
spectively. If this average were calculated to the potassium salt,
KH8PO4, which is the most predominant in flesh, it would give 48.88
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percent. But after Ignition, the ash contains not only the di-
phosphate but also some of the mono- and tri-phosphates. The sol-
uble portion of the total phosphorus of the veal contains 9,55 per-
cent of the Inorganic form. The total soluble ash contains 19.87
percent phosphorus, in the case of the beef round, and 17.66 per-
cent, in the case of the veal. Of this amount, in the beef round,
37 percent of it is organic phosphorus, and in the veal, 26 percent,
while there is a corresponding decrease in the inorganic form. of
phosphorus.
In taking up the boiled meats, it will be seen that the
total phosphorus content of the ash varies directly as the rise in
temperature in the cases of meat cooked by putting it In the cold
and heating to 85 c., «'ind by putting it in boiling water and then
heating it at 85 C, the averages being 28,56 percent, and 29.12
percent, respectively. For the meat cooked at 100 c. throughout,
there is a much lower percentage of phosphorus in the ash, 26.60,
showing that this method of cooking removes a greater proportion
of the total ash than it does of phosphorus.
As regards the percent of soluble phosphorus in the ash
of boiled meats, it varies just as its percentage of total phos-
phorus (Table 21), decreasing with the rise in temperature in cases
where the water was first cold then heated to 85°c., and where it
was first lOO^o. then allowed to drop to 85°c, being 13,50 and
12.48 percent, respectively. Where the meat was cooked at lOo'^O.,

the amount of soluble phosphorus was higher, being 13.92 percent,
and showing the mechanical effect of the coaguable albumen in hold-
ing the constituent back.
In confsidering the three general methods of cooking -
boiling, pot-roasting and oven-roasting - the amount of phosphorus
in the ash is lowest in the last case, var^^ing from 17.85 percent
to 21.9G percent, with an average for the nine tests of 19.78 per-
cent. The average of the pot-roasted experiments shows 25.20 per-
cent of the ash to be phosphorus, the maximum and minimum percent
s
being 30.41 and 21.29, respectively. The ash of the boiled meats
contains the highest percent of phosphorus, being 27.88 percent for
the average of seven experiments. The maximum amount was 29.30
percent, and the minimum, 25.99 percent.
Of the total phosphorus, the insoluble portion varies in
the same manner as the total phosphorus, having as an average, 5.00
percent for the oven-roasted meat, 9.19 percent for the pot-roasted,
and 14.55 percent for the boiled meat. The percent of soluble
phosphorus does not follow the inverse ratio, as we would expect,
considering the variations in the total and insoluble phosphorus.
It is highest in the case of the pot-roast, being 16.01 percent,
<
and lowest in the case of the boil, being 13.33 percent. The oven-
roast shows 14.78 percent of the ash to be soluble phosphorus, this
being less than the pot-roast and more than the boiled.
Little can be said as regards the differences in the per-
<
cents of organic and inorganic phosphorus in the roasting experi-
ments. The averages for the organic phosphorus are, for the pot-
roast, 14.12 percent, and for the oven-roast, 14.15 percent. The
individual differences are also about constant. The average for
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the inorganic phosphorus in the case of the pot-roast Is 11.89 per-
cent, and in that of the oven-roast, 10.63 percent.
In comparing the analyses of the raw and cooked "beef rormd
(Tables 22 and 23), we see that in boiled meat the-pereent of the
t0*£k3r-^»hospho:m»-3y* the ash increases from 23.43 percent to 27.08
percent, for the total phosphorus, and from 5.77 percent to 14.55
percent, for the insoluble form, vvhiie it decreases from 17.83 per-
cent to 13.33 percent, for the total soluble phosphorus. In pot-
roasting, the variations are slight except in the case of the in-
soluble phosphorus where the raw meat has 5.77 percent, and the
cooked, 9.19 percent,
Tlie composition of the total soluble ash does not vary
much with the method of cooking, having for the boiled meat, 20,20
percent phosphorus, for the pot-roasted, 21.28 percent, and for the
oven-roasted, 20,52 percent. The slight difference between the
pot and oven-roast meat seems to be in the inorganic i>hosphorus,
the ajnount being in the former case, 15.86 percent, and in the
latter case, 14.85 percent. The organic phosphorus is practically
the same. In the pot-roast it is 5.42 percent of the total soluble,
and in the oven-roast, 5.67 percent. From this, it can be seen
that the organic phosphorus in the meats cooked by these two
methods, constitutes approximately one-fourth of the phosphorus
content of the soluble ash, and that the inorganic phosphorus con-
stitutes the other three-fourths.
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FORMS Of PHOSPHORUS EXPRESSED in PERCENTAGE
Of TOTAL NITROGEN.
SOLUBLE EORMS Of PHOSPHORUS EXPRESSED in PERCENTAGE
Of TOTAL SOLUBLE NITROGEN.
Table 24. ~ Calculated on the Basis of the Raw Meat.
Table 25. - Calculated on the Basis of the Cooked Meat
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In considering the various phases of this question, it was
thought that perhaps the data expressed in percent of the total ni-
trogen would throw Rome light upon the nature of the organic phos-
phorus, and at the same time show that a definite relation ex-
isted between the other forras of phosphorus and those of the ni-
trogen.
In studying the data in tables Nos. it will be seen,
that, in the case of the raw beef, the percent of soluble organic
phosphorus varies from 1,18 to 3.05, giving as an average for the
six tests, percent. In the case of the veal, the variations
are not so great, being from 0.60 to 1.35 percent, with an average
for all experijnents of 1.04 percent. This shows that the relation
of the organic phosphorus in the total nitrogen is 100 percent
greater in the beef than in the veal, and again indicates the in-
fluence of age. The same general differences between these two
meats is noticeable in comparing the soluble forms of phosphorus
with the soluble nitrogen. In the beef, the perceuts of organic
phosphorus vary from 5.51 to 11.55, averaging for all the tests,
8.60 percent, md in the veal the maxiram percent is 6.90, the min-
imum, 3.06, with a total average of 5.52.
Tailing up the cooked meats, there is a very little dif-
ference in the percent of total phosphorus in the case of that
cooked by boiling, the average being for the tliree methods, begin-
ning with the lowest temperature, 2.79, 2.88 and 3.13 percent,
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respectively. The average for all the boiled neats is 2.96 per-
cent, for all the pot-roast meats, 4.14 percent, and for the oven-
roast, 5.51 percent, showing that a definite distinction can be
made bet^reen the three general methods of ccoking.
The relation of the soluble inorganic phosphorus in the
total nitrogen is faiirly constant for the two methods of roasting.
In the pot-roast meat, the variations are from 1.8C to 2.04 percent,
averaging 1.95 percent, and in the oven-roast m.eat it ranges f^rom
2.66 to 5.42 percent, giving as an average for the nine experiments,
2.86 percent. '
In the case of the organic phosphorus, it will be seen
that its percentages of the tota_l nitrogen would be quite close
for the pot-roast and oven-roast meats, if we eliminated the de-
teimination for No. 1830, for then they would be 0.91 and 1.11,
respectively. On the other hand, the percentage would be 35 per-
I
cent lower in the pot-roast than in the oven-roast,
' The relation of the total soluble nitrogen to the soluble
J forms of phosphorus in cooKed meats is quite constant in the ca.se
of the roasts. For example, their percentage of total soluble
phosphorus of the total nitrogen is 38.29 for the pot-roast, with
a variation from 36.26 to 40.76, and for the oven-roast meat it is
38.16 percent, v/ith a maximum and minimum percent of 42.49 and 33.71
respectively. The percentage of organic phosphorus is 10.04 in the
case of the pot-roast, and 10.10 for the oven-roast, and that for
the inorganic phosphorus is 28.25 and 27.46, respectively, for the
^ pot and oven-roast meats. The percentage of the total soluble
phosphorus in the soluble nitrogen is, for the average of all the
boiling experiments, 35.26, with a maximum of 42.40, and a minimum

of 23.33.
In comparing the average percentages of the total phos-
phorus in the total nitrogen, of the raw heef round, with those of
the cooked meat, it will he seen that there is a decrease for hoth
the boiled and pot-roast meats, the raw meat being 7.54, the boiled
2.9G, and the pot-roast 4.14 percent. The relation of the total
soluble phosphorus in the total nitrogen of the cooked meats also
decreases, being for the raw beef, 5.53 percent, the boiled, 1.44
percent, and the pot-roast, 2.G7 percent.
Again, in considering the percentages of tlie total soluble
phosphorus in the total soluble nitrogen, we find that they in-
crease in the cooked meats, the raw being 23.36 percent, the boiled
35.62 percent, and the pot-roast, 38.29 percent. From this, we see
that the relation of the total nitrogen to both tlie total and sol-
uble phosphorus shows a greater difference for the raw meat than
for the cooked, and that, in the case of the total soluble nitrogen,
it shows a greater difference for the cooked meats.
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FORMS Of PHOSPIIOHUS EXPRESSED in PERCENTAGE
Of NITROGENOUS EXTRACTIVES,
Table 26. - Calculated on the Basis of the Raw substance.
Table 27. - calculated on the Basis of the Cooked substance.
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In considering the relation of the nitrogenous extractives
to the forms of phosphorus, it was thought that there rrdght he
some factor which would aid in identifying the organic form of phos-
phorus. We have, as yet, be^^n unable to accomplish this point.
The most common extractives contain a much higher amount of phos-
phorus than our data represents.
Taking up a study of the percent of the forms of phosphor-
us to the nitrogenous extractives in raw meats, it will be seen
that the average for the six tests upon the beef round is 20, PA per-
cent for the total, 15.24 percent for the total soluble, 5.62 per-
cent for the organic, and 9.62 percent for the inorganic phosphorus,
while the average of the veal experiments represents for the total,
21,29 percent, for the total soluble, 13.94 percent, for the or-
ganic, 3.59 percent, and for the inorp:anic 10.35 percent. This
shows, first that the percent of organic phosphorus is very low
compared v.-ith that of the ordinary organic extractives containing
phosphorus, and second that the differences between the percents
of the beef rovmd and the veal are greater for the total soluble
and the organic phosphorus, being 15.24, 13.94 percent, and 5.62,
3.59 percent, respectively.
In the cocked meats, the percentages of the total phosphor-
us vary directly Vtdth the method used, being 31.56 for the boiled,
23.03 for the pot-roast, and 19.85 for the oven-roast. The insol-
uble phosphorus varies in the same manner, and as a restat there is
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very little difference in the percents of the total soluble phos~
phorus of the txro meats. The boiled meat has a percentage of 15o03,
the pot-roast, of 14,70, and the oven roast, of 14o8S. The organic
and inorganic phosphorus are distributed about equally in each
case, being for the pot-roast, 3,87 and 4.15 percent, and for the
oven-roast, 10. R8 and 10.68 percent, respectively.
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FORMS Of PHOSPHORUS EXPRESSED In PEROEOTA&E Of
NON-NITROGENOUS OR&ANIC EXTRACTIVES.
Table 28. - Calculated on the Basis of Fresh Meat.
Table 29* - Calciaated on the Basis of the Cooked Meat.
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Tliif3 data was originally tabulated in this form in order
to ascertain whether there was any constant factor l^etween the non-
nitrogenous organic extractives and the soluble organic phosphorus.
In the rfiw? meats, the data show nothing definite, and in the cooKed
meats tlie percents, while fairly constant, being 3.4^? percent for
the pot-roast, and 3»53 percent for the oven-x^oast, are too low
when compared with any of the known phosphorus containing extract-
ives*
,
, The most marked difference between the raw beef and veal,
as regards the relation of the non-nitrogenous extractive matter
to the various forms of phosphorus, lies in the total soluble and
the organic. In the first case, the average for the six analyses
of beef is 11«,^4 percent, and for the nine of veal, 9,09 percent,
and in the case of the organic phosphoriis the average for the beef
and veal is 4.14 and 2.30 percent, respectively. It will be seen
from this that the variation in the percent of the total soluble
phosphorus content is due to the difference in the soluble organic
phosphorus.
The cooked meats show some definite variations. In the
case of the boiled meat, the percent of the total phosphorus do-
creases as the temperature of cocking rises. The average percent
for the tests where the meat wag first placed in cold water and
then heated to 85 C., is 29.07; for the ones where the temperature
was 100 at the start, then 85 C, is 28.05, and for those where
the temperature was 100 c. throughout, it is 23.15. The average
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for all the boiled meats is 26.24 percent. The perc^ts for the
soluble phosphorus do not vary so rauch, being 13.53 for the meat
placed in cold water and heated to 85^c., 12.00 and 12.10 for that
cooked at the other two temperatures, with an average for all of
12.48 percent.
In compai'ing the average of the boiled meats v;ith those
for the pot and oven-roast meats, we find that the percent of the
total phosphorus decreases in the order of the methods named, the
boiled meat being 26.24 percent, the pot-roast 20.59 percent, and
the oven-roast 16,88 percent. The percents of the total soluble
phosphorus are, for the boiled meat, 12.48, for the pot-roast, 13.1
and for the oven-roast, 12.62. The relation of the organic and in-
organic phosphorus is quite constant in the case of the pot and
oven-roasted meats, being respectively, 9.7S percent and 5.42 per-
cent in the first case, 9.09 percent and 5.53 percent in the second
case.
A PRELIinNARY STUDY Of the SOLUBLE ORGA!TIO PHOSPHORUS.
An attempt was made to locate the nature of the soluble
organic p:^:.05phorus in meat. It has previously been proven that
the albumen is practically free fl?om phosphorus, by evaporating a
large portion of the water extract and filtering off the restating
coagulum, and then determining the amount of phosphorus, after oxi-
dizing it by the Newman method. The next step was to investigate
the other proteid bodies. Several portions of the extract were
treated in the usual,manner for estimating the so-called albumoses,
by saturation with zinc s\aph:ate. The precipitates from this
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treatment were combined, oxidized in the usual nanner and tested
,
for phosphateso It Airafs thought best to remove some of the zinc
I
sulphate and then test the filtrate. No trace of phosphorus was
j|
found, showing that the alburaoses were not in combination with this
element. Knowing that the albumen and albumoses did not contain
any phosphorus, the precipitate, from the treatment of tannin and
salt, which contains all the proteids ~ albumen, albumoses and any
\
peptones - v;as analyzed. After oxidation, neutralization and etc.,
it was tested and found to be free from any phosphorus. As a re-
sult, the conclusion is that the organic phosphorus v;as not in
combination with the proteid molecule.
A test was next made to determine whether a part of tlie
organic phosphorus might not be there as lecithin, due to the small
ainoujit of blood in the extract. Accordingly, five liters of the
water extract, as usually made, was carefully evaporated upon the
water bath to about 300 c.c. The coaguable albumen v/as then fil-
I
tered off and thoroughly washed v/ith hot water. The washings and
filtrate were then evaporated to about 15 c.c, when the thick
liquid was transferred to a small weighed dish containing some ig-
nited sand and a glass rod. The sand had been previously washed
li with hot alcohol and ether. The alcove liquid was then evaporated
to dnmess upon the water bath and finally dried in a 7/ater oven
until about constant in v/eight. It weighed 3.0395 grams.
The dried resj.due v/as then quickly ground up, put in a
Soxhlet tube, and extracted with ether for about five hours. The
II
tube was then connected with a flask containing 95 percent alcohol,
I and again extracted for five hours. This alternate treatment was
repeated twice. The solvents were then distilled off, and the
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residues heated until constant in weight. The alcoholic extract
weighed 1.1542 ^aras, and the ether extract, 0.0207 grams. Both
of these residues contained crystals and a gujrnny mass. The crystals
in the alcoholic extract were needles arranged in knots and bundle?,
while those in the ether extract v/ere aln^o needles arranged in
stars.
The application of cold v/ater to each did not seen to
effect the crystals, and heating did not aid in their soliition.
However, considerable of the noncrystalli^sahle matter dissolved.
A separation of the two lots of crystals from the gumray mass v/as
made by repeated treatments with hot water and then filtration.
The phosphorus was estimated in each of these fcvx portions by ox-
idizing them and then proceeding in the usual manner. In but one
case did we obtain any of the yellow precipitate. This was in the
portion of the alcoholic extract soluble in water. The amount
found was exceedingly small. As a result, it was decided, as far
as this test v;ent, that there was no lecithin in the v/ater extract
of meat.
A PRELIMINARY STUDY Of the INSOLUBLE RESIDUES
from the COLD water extraction of IffiAT.
From our experimental data in determining the phosphorus
content of meats, it is evident that seme of the phosphorus com-
pounds which exist in flesh are not dissolved by our cold water ex-
traction method. Nucleo-proteids, lecithin, calcium and magnesium
53
phosphate are among these, Haramarsten states tiiat the native
II
nucleo-proteids are insoluble in water and dilute acids but soluble
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54
in salt solutioiis rmd alkali. Pekelliaring has also shown in his
rork upon the nucieo-proteids in rauscie, that they are insoluble
401 acid solution and soluble in alkali. Lecithin is insoluble in
water but a large excess forms, according to Hammarsten, an emulsion!
which is a« filterable colloidal solution". In our preliminary work
upon the soluble organic phosphorus, we found that lecithin was
practically absent from the water extract. Lecithin combines with
such acids as hydrochloric, yet it is diffiscal tlj'' soluble in the
media. Calcii«a phosphate is very slightly soluble in cold water.
55
It is soluble, according to drum
, in very dilute hydrochloric
acid, more easily, however, in lactic, acetic and malic acids. V/e
know that the v/ater extract of meat is very slightly acid, and
hence it may be expected tliat some of the calcium salt is dissolved
by this treatment.
Two experiments were undertaken, with the idea of attempt-
ing a more or less complete separation of these forms of phosphorus
v/hich are insoluble in cold water, and also to investigate the
I
phosphorus content of some of the soluble coaguable proteids.
|
The insoliible residues from the extraction of a sample of meat were
transferred to a large flask, and treated with 0,2 percent solution
of hydrochloric acid for three days. It was supposed that in this
way the calciian and magnesium phosphates would be put into solution,
and that the nucieo-proteids and lecithin wo^Ud remain \mdissolved.
The hydrochloric acid extract was then filtered and nade up to a
definite volime. It was analyzed for phosphorus, the total soluble,
the inorganic and organic forms being estimated as usual. A portion
of the solution was also evaporated to a small volume upon the
water bath, neutralized, and again heated. The resulting coaguium
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T7as then filtered off and washed thoroughly with hot water, after
which its phosphorus content T:as determined. The results are given
in table No. 30.
In referring to this data, it will be seen that 58.95 per-
cent of the phosphorus wliich is innoiuble in water dissolves in a
0.2 percent solution of hydrochloric acid. Of this soluble i>hos~
pliorug, 21.18 percent is inorganic due to the calcium salt, and
78.82 percent is organic, apparently due, chiefly to some coaguafcle
proteid. The insoluble residues contain 41.07 percent of the phos-
phorus left from the water extraction. This represents that due
to lecithin and nucleo-proteids.
The second experiment was conducted upon the same sample
of meat as the first. A cold v^ater extract was made as usual, and
the insoluble residues were treated successively v/ith reagents.
First, they were extracted with a 10 percent aranonium sulphate sol-
ution, using the p?aine method of procedure as in the case of the
water. T?ie extraction was continued until a portion of the clear
filtrate gave no test for proteid matter. The solution, which
measured about four liters, was then made up to a definite volirae.
The total phosphorus v/as estimated in one portion, and in another
the phosphorus in the coaguium which separated after evaporation
and neutralization. It was hoped that by this procedure the nucleO'
proteid might be isolated.
The next step was to remove all the ammonium sulphate
from the residues, in order that an extraction might then be made
with hydrochloric acid and thereby separate the calcivim phosphate.
The residues were washed v;ith cold water. It was found that the
filtrate contained considerable proteid matter, and as a result, a
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I
complete extraction v/as made, removing both the soluble proteid.
and the amraonium sulphate. This solution was then analif-zed for
phosphorus with the idea that, if any existed there, it vrovild prob-
ably be due to the calcium salts which are quite easily soluble in
weak salt solutions*
The insoluble portions, left from the last water extract,
were now treated with a 0.2 percent hydrochloric acid solution un-
til a portion of the clear filtrate proved the absence of proteid
matter. The solution was then aiialyzed for total, inorganic and
organic phosphorus. A portion was also evaporated to a snail vol-
ume, neutralised and freed from the resulting coagu.lum. The phos-
phorus T/as estimated in this.
The residues from the 0,2 percent hydrochloric acid ex-
tract were nov/ treated with water, in order to remove all the acid
30 as to treat the Insoluble portions with dilute alkali. It ap-
peared, however, that after the water extraction had been completed,!!
the residues had been almost entirely dissolved, and that it was
not necessary to use the alkali. The water extract was analyzed
in the usual manner for phosphorus. The results of these several
extractions are given in the following table.
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SUMI^IARY of the ATIALYSIUS Of the HESIDIIPIS
INSOLUBLE in GOLD WATER.
Table 30* - Calculated to the Fresh Basis
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It will be seen, in referring to the data of the second
experiment (Table 30), that the treatment with 10 percent anaonim
sulphate removed 12,5 percent of the phosphorus in the residues
which were insoluble in water. This amount is probably due to the
nucleo-proteids. The phosphorus in the coagulun aids in establish-
ing this fact, although, upon coagulating nucieo-proteids nuciein
split off and carry away most of the phosphorus. The determination
of the total soluble phosphorus in the water extract, following
^
that of the ammonium sulphate, represent 25 percent of that in the
original residues. This is chiefly calcium phosphate v/ith per- I
haps a small amount of nuoleo-prcteid. In considering the 0.2 per-
^
cent hydrochloric acid extract, we see that it contains 7.1 per-
cent cf phosphorus, and of this, 1,8 percent is inorganic and 6,2
percent organic, Tne small araoxmt of the inorganic form is due to
the calcium salt, and that of the organic is probably due to both
nucieo-proteids and nucleins, since they are very slightly soluble
in dilute acids. Concerning the v/ater extract of the residue from
^
the acid treatment, nothing definite can be said other than that
the phosphorus content, which is apparently organic, constitutes
|
I
32.10 percent of the total phosphorus in the original residue from
the water extraction. i
We have then separated by these successive treatments of
the insoluble residues from the cold water extraction: with am-
monium sulphate 12.5 percent of phosphorus due to nucieo-proteids,
v/ith water 25.0 percent due to phosphates of calcium, with lij/'clro-
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Chloric acid i.a percent of phosphorus
€rom calciiara salts and 6.??
percent due to nucleliis, and with water 32 •! percent due to some
organic compound. This leaves 23.4 percent of phosphorus in the
original residues which is probably due to lecithin. Or, calcu-
lated upon the basis of the fresh neat, these extracts contain,
for the aniraonlura sulphate, water, hydro cl^iloric acid, and water
0.007 percent, 0.014 percent, 0,004 percent, and 0.018 percent,
respectively, of phosphorus, leaving 0,013 percent of the phos-
phorus for lecitliin.
ij
1
il
I
CONCLUSIONS.
I
Proa the present study of the phosphorus content of raw
and cooked meats, a few conclusions, based upon our experimental
data, follow.
||
lo That the method of separating the water soluble inor-
ganic phosphorus is quantitative and apparently conplete*
i
II
I
2, That the water-soluble organic phosphorus is not in
combination vvlth the coagulable proteid,with albumoses, peptones,
lecithin or nucleo-proteld.
i| 5. That there is a difference In the phosphorus content
of beef and veal, depending upon either the age or feed.
(a) ^5. percent of the total phosphorus in beef, and 64 percent
In veal is soluble In cold water*
(b) Of the total phosphorus, one-fourth Is organic in the beef,
and one-sixth in the veal.
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(c) The organic phosphorus in beef round constitutes ons-third
of the total soluble phosphorus, and in the veal one-fourth*
(d) The ratio of the organic to tlie inorganic phosphorus is,
in the beef, 3:5, and in the veal, l : 5,
(e) 23.4 percent of the ash in beef, and 20,2 percent in veal
is phosphorus.
(f) 17.8 percent of the ash in beef, and 12.8 percent in veal
is soluble phosphorus.
(g) 50 percent of the total phosphorus in the beef and the veal
is inorganic.
4. That the fore quarter of the veal contains more total,
organic and insoluble phosphorus than the hind quarter, being re-
spectively 10, 13, and 52 percent greater.
5. That the percent of fat in the different cuts of veal
has little influence upon the total pho?iphorus content.
S. That the cuts of veal v/hich are nearest the bony
structure contain more insoluble phosphorus than the others, prob-
ably due to the calcium phosphate in the bone.
7. That the percents of the forms of phosphorus shov/ a
difference in the composition of meats cooked by the three methods
of boiling, var:ring directly with the rise in temperature. This
is sliown best when calculated in percent of the total, nitrogen and
non-nitrogenous extractives.
8. That the percents of the forms of phosphortis show a
definite variation in the composition of meats cooked by boiling,
pot-roasting, and oven-roasting, when the total phosr-horus and the
soluble phosphorus are calculated to tlie water and fat-free basis,
when the total soluble phosphorus is calculated in percent of the
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total phosphorus, and. when the total phosphorus is in percent of
the total ash,
9. That boiled meat loses a little over one-half of its
total phosphorus, and about three-foiarths of its soluble phosphorus.
Pot-roast meat loses two-fifths of its total, and one-half of its
soluble phosphorus.
10. TJ.at of the soluble phosphorus in coolced meats, two-
thirds of it is inorganic in the case of boiled meat, and one-
fourth in the case of the pot and oven-roast meats,
11. That the percent of phosphorus in the ash of cooked
meats is about the same in all cases.
12. That the insoluble phosphorus is composed in part of
organic and inorganic phosphorus, the organic consisting of nucleo-
proteid, nucleins ai\d probably lecithin, and the inorganic chiefly
of calcium phosphate.
In closing, I wish to express my most sincere thanks to
Dr. H. S. Grindley for all the help, encouragement and advice he
has given me in carrying out this investigation.
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